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To: BendLa Pine Schools, 520 NW Wall Street, Bend, OR 97703 via email
Dear Superintendent Shay Mikalson, Wendy Winchel, School Board Members Peggy Kincade, Nori Juba, Andy High,
Cheri Helt, Julie Craig, Stuart Young, Ron Gallinat and All Bend La Pine School Principals:
Please allow me to introduce myself, my name is Cece Doucette and I was asked by a parent in your district to share
important information we are making available to our Ashland, Massachusetts community on the topic of wireless
radiation relative to its impact on the health of humans. I hope you will investigate this issue and consider implementing
similar outreach in Bend so your citizens may begin to understand the potential health effects of this little known, yet
serious health matter.
Grab a cup of coffee or tea, this will take a few minutes but I hope you'll agree it's time well invested to protect the
students and staff in your charge.
How I Got Involved
A couple of years ago an electrical engineer friend mentioned something about wifi being potentially harmful, and I made
a mental note of it and filed it away. Then a bit later I heard this again from another source. I had led our local education
foundation for eight years and personally ran campaigns to bring technology into our schools. Following that, I worked
directly for our school district as our grant coordinator and helped our teachers secure many iPads, Chromebooks,
smartboards, Apple TVs, etc., so I felt morally obliged to look into this issue.
What I found was astounding. I am a technical writer by trade, so to help me keep track of the volume of information
available on this topic, I created a simple repository to organize my findings. I welcome you to peruse Understanding
EMFs.
A Difficult Conversation
I raised this issue with my school district, hoping somebody would say, “We’ve got it,” and I could be on my merry way.
Unfortunately, potential harm from wifi was news to everyone. I admit the conversation was difficult, as nobody wanted
to acknowledge that our beloved devices could be unsafe. Our School Committee did its due diligence though and spent
hundreds of hours pouring through the research. One seasoned member looked at the top 20 lobbyists in D.C., and
realized with so many of them from telecommunications and energy companies, there could be a great conflict of
interest between profit models and public health protections.
What really caused our School Committee to take action, however, is the manufacturers’ fine print. It tells us to keep the
devices a certain distance from our bodies, or else we may exceed the FCCs public radiation exposure limits. You can
peruse the fine print from iPads, smart phones, etc. here:
http://showthefineprint.org/seethefineprint
Sadly, none of these devices can be operated without touching them, so by simply using our devices with wifi on we
may be exceeding the FCC guidelines.
Outdated FCC Guidelines
Those guidelines were put in place in 1996 and the only testing done was to see how much heat it would take from a
single device to raise the skin temperature of a six foot, 220 pound military model. No testing was ever done on fetuses,
children, the elderly or those with medical implants or other known health issues.
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No testing has ever been done on the ubiquitous way in which we now use technology: a multitude of devices sending
and receiving signals at once; industrial strength routers at school and in public libraries; cell towers placed close to
school children, senior citizen housing, on hospitals; “smart” utility meters mounted on our homes; DECT cordless
phones that serve as private cell towers in our homes; private routers that pulse radiation 24/7.
The sum total never allows our bodies a chance to rest and cell regenerate properly and the fallout is beginning to show.
My heart broke when the news report came out about a teen girl in England who committed suicide after becoming
electrohypersensitive and not being given accommodations in school.
Our current guidelines address only the thermal, or heat effect. Science has long since identified there is great potential
harm at the nonthermal, nonionizing level well below what the FCC allows. Not only has the FCC failed to update their
guidelines but the gentleman who now chairs our FCC, Tom Wheeler, suppressed evidence of harm back in the 1990s
when he was the chair of the Cellular Technology Industry Association (now called CTIAThe Wireless Association).
Harvard University’s Center for Ethics published a paper explaining how this came to be. Please see Captured Agency.
Thus, wireless technology has been allowed to proliferate without ever having been properly safety tested and now it is
everywhere.
First Public School to Address WiFi Safety
Our school district was caught between a rock and a hard place. Technologists and engineers in our community knew
only what the FCC espoused, saying wifi is safe, and were very vocal about not veering from our current wireless
course. Yet, there were thousands of peerreviewed nonindustry funded scientific papers from experts all over the world
stating otherwise and asking citizens and governments to take the precautionary approach by accessing technology via
hardwired Ethernet or fiber optic connections instead of wifi.
Some countries have done so, but not the U.S. In the absence of a higher government authority able to tell them what to
do, our School Committee adopted Best Practices for Mobile Devices to at least do what the manufacturers advised with
creating distance, and turning devices and wifi off when not in use. Little did I know we were the first public school in
the nation to take even this first step.
Municipal Conversation and Legislation
When I spoke to our town administrators, potential harm from wifi radiation was news to everyone except our Town
Manager. He had been a fighter pilot and our government still checks in with him to see if he’s suffered any radiation
fallout. Our local health agent suspected our municipal hands were tied because he was under the impression the FCC
ensured in the Telecommunications Act that folks cannot claim damages if someone’s health is compromised by cell
tower exposure.
He was gracious to reach out to our Massachusetts Department of Public Health, but they were not versed in this issue
at the time either. Fortunately, we have since learned the industry does not have a lock on wifi like they do with cellular
licensing and municipalities can take independent action. So, I met with my local State Senator and by that time had
purchased a wifi radiation detection meter to measure the radiation output from our devices. I measured her cell phone
and her district director’s laptop, and both measured off the charts.
She introduced a brief piece of legislation to bring bright minds together to examine this issue, provide our citizens with
the right to know about wifi radiation, and instruct on ways to use our devices more safely. Feel free to review MA
Senate Bill 1222.
World Experts Take Action
More than 200 international scientists have made an Appeal to the United Nations, all its’ member States, and the World
Health Organization. The signers of the Appeal, who have produced peerreviewed science on RFradiation, state that
emission guidelines are not protective of human health, that we are on the verge of “an emerging public health crisis,”
leading to premature death and damage to our DNA. They ask for several actions, including alerting the public,
protecting children and others most vulnerable, creating white zones, and training physicians to treat those becoming
electrohypersensitive.
As the proliferation of wireless radiation grows it becomes impossible to evade even in public spaces and, yet, most
people are unaware of the radiation they are being exposed to. You might think of it like another airtransmitted toxin,
natural gas. Until the odor was added, one couldn’t detect it but it was there and very harmful. This is of great
significance in regard to cellular and wifi radiation exposures on the health and well being of our community and
ourselves because the harm is cumulative.
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We are now beginning to see legal action as evidenced here as people seek protections and public access to wifi free
white zones. As with cigarette smoking and asbestos, it could take many years for this to be sorted out by our
government and international agencies, but there is much we can do on an individual and community basis to lessen our
exposure and protect our children in the meantime. The first step is to become educated.
Community Conversations at the Library
I was pleasantly surprised when another member of our community studied this issue and established our Friends of the
Library film and discussion series entitled Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) and Health. This could easily be mirrored or
modified in Bend. I hope you will agree the public library is an excellent place to provide educational information,
employing good use of public facilities and encouraging community engagement. I believe Bend residents would be
appreciative of your efforts to create a public forum for education and discussion of this important issue.
While it is expected there will be differing perspectives on any new topic, all are in agreement that a right to know is
important. As with cigarettes, alcohol and drugs, folks will do what they wish with the information, but at least they have
a right to know about this toxin classified by the World Health Organization as a Group 2B Possible Human Carcinogen –
right up there with lead, DDT, and chloroform.
Our nonindustry funded scientists implore us to use hardwired connections. I hope you will work toward this solution in
your school district and public facilities to minimize further radiation exposure and create safe spaces for those already
suffering. Our talks have been lively here in Ashland, but respectful, and our community is richer and safer for it.
Other Schools are Examining This Too
Please know you're not alone in this dilemma of rapidly adopting wireless technology without understanding the biological
effects. Schools all over the country are having this discussion. A school committee member in Worcester, MA recently
published this article to remove the burden from the administration and transparently open the conversation with the
community. Perhaps this is an approach you might consider?
Former longtime president of Microsoft Canada, Frank Clegg started looking into this issue when he retired. After
speaking to a dozen of the world's top scientists, he acknowledged our government public exposure limits are not safe.
He underscores the message is not "no technology" but "safe technology". Given a nudge by market demand, he is
certain the industry can produce safer, faster technology but until then we need to protect our citizens, especially our
children and pregnant women. We can absolutely use all the technology we need to support our curriculum, but it should
be via hardwired connections  which as luck would have it, are not only safer but much faster, more reliable, and more
secure from hacking than wifi.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration, please don’t hesitate to reach out if I can offer additional
insights.
Respectfully,
Cece Doucette
Ashland, MA
5088813878
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